[Cognitive set depends on the involvement of the ventral and dorsal visual systems].
Healthy adults were examined in three series of experiments with formation of an unconscious visual set: 1) the set was formed by repeated presentation of pairs of unequal circles (control); 2) an additional task of recognition of words/pseudowords was introduced into the context of the set-forming trials; 3) in the task additionally introduced, a subject had to spatially localize a certain target letter in a letter matrix. Scores of stability of the visual set to circles were compared. Coherence of the cortical electric activity in the alpha band was analyzed. We revealed a significant decrease in stability (rigidity) of the nonverbal visual set in the series with the additional task of spatial localization of the target stimulus. On the contrary, the set rigidity increased in the series with additional recognition of the verbal stimulus. EEG coherence patterns and behavioral data suggest that successful cognitive performance that demands dynamic situation-dependent shifts of unconscious sets takes place under conditions of alternation of tasks involving, predominantly, either the ventral ("what?") or dorsal ("where?") visual streams and, respectively, anterior or posterior systems of selective attention.